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1. INTRODUCTION

Abstract— The feasibility of two-stage Space-Based Solar Power
to Tethered Aerostat to Earth (SSP-TA) system architectures that
offer significant advantages over conventional single stage spaceto-earth architectures is being studied.
There have been many proposals for the transmission of solar
power collected in space to the surface of the earth so that solar
energy could provide a major part of the electric power
requirements on earth. There are, however, serious difficulties in
implementing the single stage space-based solar power systems
that have been previously studied. These difficulties arise due to:
i) the cost of transporting the components needed for the
extremely large microwave transmit beaming aperture into space
orbit, ii) the even larger collection apertures required on earth,
iii) the potential radiation hazard to personnel and equipment on
earth, and iv) a lack of flexibility in location of the collection
station on the earth.
Two candidate system architectures are described here to
overcome these difficulties. In both cases a two-stage space to
tethered aerostat to earth transmission system (SSP-TA) is
proposed. The use of high altitude tethered aerostats (or powered
airships) avoids the effects of attenuation of EM energy
propagating through the earth’s lower atmosphere. This allows
the use of beaming frequencies to be chosen from the range of
high millimeter (THz) to near-infra-red (NIR) to the visible. This
has the potential for: i) greatly reduced transportation costs to
space, ii) much smaller receiver collection apertures and ground
stations, iii) elimination of the potential radiation hazard to
personnel and equipment on earth, and iv) ease in transportation
and flexibility in location of the collection station on the earth. A
preliminary comparison of system performance and efficiencies is
presented.

This is a report on a preliminary feasibility study of twostage Space Based Solar Power to Tethered Aerostat to Earth
(SSP-TA) system architectures that offer significant
advantages over conventional single-stage space-to-earth
(SSP-SS) architectures.
There have been many proposals for the transmission of
solar power collected in space to the surface of the earth so that
solar energy could provide a major part of the electric power
requirements on earth. An early description of such a system
was Peter E. Glaser, December 25, 1973, "Method and
Apparatus for Converting Solar Radiation to Electrical Power"
[1]. In this patent, a single stage wireless power transmission
system is proposed, Fig. 1. Following Glaser, W. C. Brown
greatly contributed to the theory and design of such systems
using microwave power beaming [2]. John Mankins [3] and
others are currently studying space solar power. Al Globus [4]
discusses possible solutions for an important problem that is
common to all SSP systems, the need for large apertures in
space to collect the desired amount of power.
There are, however, serious difficulties in implementing the
single stage spaced-based solar power systems that have been
proposed and are currently being studied. These difficulties
arise due to: i) the cost of transporting the components needed
for the extremely large microwave transmit beaming aperture
into space orbit, ii) the even larger collection apertures
required on earth, iii) the potential radiation hazard to
personnel and equipment on Earth, and iv) a lack of flexibility
in location of the collection station on the Earth.
Two candidate system architectures are described here to
overcome these difficulties. In both cases a two-stage space to
tethered aerostat to earth transmission system (SSP-TA) is
proposed.
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2. CANDIDATE ARCHITECTURE SSP-TA-I

to high millimeter wave beaming frequencies are used, the
converter is called a rectenna. In the case that optical
frequencies are used for the power beam from space, band gaptuned photovoltaics would be used for conversion instead. In
either case, an aerostat would host the high-altitude receiving
portion. Aerostats are widely used items manufactured in the
U.S. by companies such as ILC Dover, [9].
R. Dickinson has proposed using a powered stratospheric
airship two-stage SPS system, [10]; in which the stratospheric
airship at 20 km above the earth would support both a laser
beam PV rectenna and a microwave transmitter/antenna, e.g. at
5.8 GHz. The microwave transmitter antenna aperture on the
airship and the microwave rectenna area on the ground
required by this system would be relatively small. However,
this system would suffer from the inefficiencies inherent in
requiring two rectenna stages, one on the airship and another

2A. Description—We first discuss the two-stage system
architecture shown in Figure 2 designated by SSP-TA-I [5,6].
Recently, a different group of investigators presented a study
of a similar system, [7]. For this architecture, solar energy
collected in space would be converted to collimated,
monochromatic electromagnetic (EM) energy and beamed with
high directivity towards the earth at a frequency chosen from
the range of high millimeter (THz) to near-infra-red (NIR).
This higher frequency range has previously received less
attention due to the effects of high attenuation of EM energy
propagating through the earth’s lower atmosphere at these
higher frequencies. But in the SSP-TA-I system there would be
a second stage at an altitude of 6 – 9 km above the earth’s
surface where the beamed energy would be collected and
converted to DC electric power. The DC electric power is sent
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Figure 1 - Single Stage SSP-SS Architecture (typ.)
Microwave frequency 5.8 GHz, GEO Transmit Antenna
Diameter 1.3 km, Ground Rectenna Diameter 1.8 km.

Figure 2 - Tethered Aerostat-SSP-TA-I Architecture (typ.),
Laser wavelength 1.5 microns GEO Transmit Diameter 2.6
m, Tethered Aerostat Rectenna Diameter 40 m, Ground
Station ~ 50m x 50m

via an electric cable from the tethered aerostat to a ground
station, which is 95% - 99% efficient [8], though the full
effects of corona at higher altitudes has not yet been fully
accounted for. Corona losses can be reduced by selecting lower
transmission voltages. Use of an electric cable largely avoids
the effects of atmospheric attenuation that is concentrated in
the region below 6 km above the earth’s surface. The choice of
the beaming frequency for the space-to-aerostat link would
depend on various design parameters and trade-offs such as
component availability, performance, efficiency, size, weight,
and power levels. Other important factors are beam-pointing
requirements, and antenna retro-directivity.
The second stage collection and rectification structure,
converts incident EM power to DC electric power., The
converter would be supported by a large aerostat tethered to
the earth and provided with electric cables that would bring the
rectified electric power directly to the earth. When microwave

on the ground; and two DC-to RF conversions, one in space
and another on the airship. The tethered aerostat architecture
proposed here would have only one DC-to RF conversion (in
space) and only one rectenna stage (on the aerostat).
The European Space Agency and Astrium/EADS, [11], have
proposed a single-stage SPS system using laser beaming from
GEO orbit in space directly to collection stations on the
surface of the earth. A laser wavelength of 1.5 µm was chosen
by Astrium/EADS because this wavelength is purported to
pose a minimal radiation hazard to humans or animals on earth
at the power levels proposed. Astrium/EADS acknowledges
that outages and sharp drops in power will occur due to
variations in weather conditions in the lower atmosphere.
Astrium/EADS also states that the development of a high
power, space-ready laser at 1.5 µm is the main technological
challenge in the implementation of their system. At this
2

wavelength laser diode efficiencies are currently
approximately 40%. The SSP-TA-I system proposed here, with
its high altitude tethered aerostat, i) would not be subject to the
effects of loss through the lower atmosphere, and ii) avoids the
potential radiation hazard for personnel and equipment on the
ground, thereby opening a wide range of possible beaming
sources from THz to laser frequencies. The DARPA SHEDS
program (Super High Efficiency Diode Sources) has
demonstrated efficiencies greater than 70% at a wavelength of
940 – 975 nm, [12]. High power THz sources are also being
developed, [13].

7.

area. The flexibility of ground station location would
be of great importance when it is required to provide
power to remote areas on an emergency basis, and of
even greater importance in supplying power to
military theaters of operation that are dynamic and
rapidly changing.
Revenue produced by hosting telecommunication and
observational payloads on the aerostat could
significantly contribute to the financial viability of the
system.

2C. SSP-TA-I DESIGN CHALLENGES—The main challenges in
the design and implementation of the proposed SSP-TA-I
system are:
1. Development of suitable, high power, efficient,
reliable, space-qualifiable laser or THz sources.
2. Customization of existing aerostat designs to meet
altitude, stability, endurance, and size requirements.
3. Increasing the efficiency of Solar to DC conversion
and DC to RF generation in space, and of RF to DC
rectification (or monochromatic PV conversion) on
the tethered aerostat.
4. Meeting the difficult control and stabilization
requirements for beam pointing and tracking from
GEO orbit to the tethered aerostat. Techniques
including the utilization of retro-directivity, pilot
signals, diurnal motion sensing, will be investigated.
Beam pointing and tracking in space orbit will require
power.
5. Lowering of transportation costs to space.
6. The assembly in orbit of the power collection and
transmission satellite.
7. To accommodate the need for continuous operation
and limited life of the aerostat and its payload, a
second complete aerostat system is needed per site to
enable maintenance and repair on the ground.
8. The cable for power transmission from aerostat to
ground will present a hazard to air travel, and needs to
be incorporated into air-traffic management systems.

2B. SSP-TA-I Advantages—The advantages of the proposed
SSP-TA-I system are as follows:
1. The transmit aperture size required in space for
efficient beaming would be proportionately smaller at
the higher frequency SSP-TA-I system than at a lower
frequency single stage system, thereby greatly
reducing transportation costs to space. If a laser at 1.5
µm is used the transmit aperture diameter would be in
the order of 2 – 3 meters versus the kilometers of
transmit aperture required by a lower frequency single
stage system, e.g. 5.8 GHz, Figs. 1 and 2. The
reduction in transportation costs to space would be in
proportion to the reduction in size.
2. The ground station for the two-stage system is a
relatively small structure, 50m x 50m (typ.); and
would be very much smaller than the kilometers of
real estate required by a single stage system operating
at a microwave frequency, e.g. 5.8 GHz.
3. The tethered aerostat architecture avoids the severe
losses that can occur in energy transmission through
the lower atmosphere due to variable weather
conditions by continuously sending the received
power down the tether; thereby providing a reliable,
constant supply of electric power on a 24 hours per
day, 365 days per year basis.
4. The receive aperture, that is supported by aerostats in
the two-stage system, is designed using non-imaging
concentrator techniques and is relatively small, much
smaller than the kilometers of receive aperture that
would be required by a single-stage SSP operating at
a microwave frequency, e.g. 5.8 GHz. For power
levels in the megawatt range, the receive aperture on
the aerostat is approximately 40 m diameter. For
higher powers, larger receive apertures and multiple
aerostats may be required.
5. The energy beamed from space is focused onto the
receive aperture 6-9 km above the earth. Any small
amounts of spillover energy would be attenuated by
the atmosphere before reaching earth, thereby turning
atmospheric attenuation into an advantage. This
would pre-empt the political/psychological fear factor
of the potential radiation hazard for personnel and
equipment
that
might
otherwise
prevent
implementation of a space based solar power system.
6. The tethered aerostat architecture would have the
capability to move the location of the ground station
and aerostat. This could be done with relative ease as
compared to a single stage low frequency system that
would require kilometers of ground station collection

3. CANDIDATE ARCHITECTURE SSP-TA-II
3A. Description—We now discuss the system architecture
shown in Figure 3 designated by SSP-TA-II. In this proposed
system, there is no down conversion (rectification) of solar
energy to DC electric energy and then an up conversion from
DC to some high frequency RF transmitter required to be done
in GEO orbit in space. Instead, a uniquely designed optical
system for the collection and direct transmission of solar
energy from space to the tethered aerostat is proposed. The
potential advantages of this architecture in terms of increased
system efficiency and reliability and reduced cost are great. It
must be stated, however, that this approach requires a major
R&D advance in optical system design involving recent
developments in non-imaging optics, reflector concentrator
and fiber cable design; whereas the SSP-TA-I architecture,
Figure 2, described above, requires an evolutionary R&D
effort in existing concepts and hardware.
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Figure 3 - Tethered Aerostat SSP-TA-II Architecture,
Tethered Aerostat Rectenna Diameter 40m, Ground
Station 50m x 50m

inherently
inefficient
intermediate
energy
conversions. The conventional single stage system
requires multiple energy conversions: solar to dc to
microwaves in space and microwaves to dc on the
ground. The SSP-TA-II architecture proposed here
would have only one energy conversion: solar to DC
on the tethered aerostat.
The prospect of reduced transportation costs to space.
The conventional single stage system requires an
array of solar panels and a very large RF transmitting
aperture in space orbit. The SSP-TA-I also requires an
array of solar panels in space orbit. The SSP-TA-II
architecture would have solar panels only on the
tethered aerostat and has no need for an array of solar
panels and a large RF transmitting aperture in orbit in
space.
The optical system in GEO orbit for the collection
and transmission of solar energy would be comprised
of passive optical components and would not require
active amplification, thereby greatly increasing its
reliability.

3C. SSP-TA-II Design Challenges—
1.

The main challenge to the successful implementation of the
SSP-TA-II architecture is the design of an optical system for
the efficient collection and direct transmission of solar energy
from space to the tethered aerostat. Natural sunlight is not fully
collimated and has a divergence angle of approximately 0.01
radians. In addition, the energy in sunlight is distributed over a
broad spectrum of frequencies.
In order to achieve the advantages of the SSP-TA-II
architecture an optical system must be designed that operates
over a sufficiently broad range of frequencies and that reduces
the divergence angle of an appropriately sized beam of
sunlight to approximately 10-6 radians. To do this for a single
radiating aperture is a difficult task. However, such
performance might be effectively obtained by using an array of
offset radiating apertures each with a divergence angle of 10-4
– 10-5 radians; and each beam having a specified overlap at the
target receive aperture. The optical processing must minimize
loss, i.e. minimize any increase in system etendue, while
allowing increased beam area and decreased divergence.
Possible techniques for achieving this are: i) An array of single
mode optical waveguides with specially designed input and
output lenses, ii) Inverse cassegrain reflectors with shaped sub
reflectors, and iii) Directional coupling of sunlight to selected
materials that exhibit stimulated emission. These techniques
and others can be investigated as a means to enable the
beaming of sunlight from GEO to 6 km above the earth with a
spot size diameter of approximately 50 m. We emphasize that
we are reporting on a preliminary feasibility study and not a
design study.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

The main challenge in the design and implementation
of the SSP-TA-II system is the development of an
efficient optical system for the collection and direct
transmission of solar energy from space to the
tethered aerostat. This approach requires a state-ofthe-art R&D advance in optical system design
involving recent developments in non-imaging optics,
reflector concentrator, optical waveguide and fiber
cable design.
Customization of existing aerostat design to meet
altitude, stability, endurance and size requirements.
Increasing the efficiency of sunlight to DC conversion
via utilization of non-imaging concentrator design.
Meeting the difficult control and stabilization
requirements for beam pointing and tracking from
GEO orbit to the tethered aerostat. Techniques
including the utilization of retro-directivity, pilot
signals, diurnal motion sensing, will be investigated.
Beam pointing and tracking in space orbit will require
power.
To accommodate the need for continuous operation
and limited life of the aerostat and its payload, a
second complete aerostat system is needed per site to
enable maintenance and repair on the ground.
The cable for power transmission from aerostat to
ground will present a hazard to air travel, and needs to
be incorporated into air-traffic management systems.

4. POWERED AIRSHIP ALTERNATIVE TO THE
TETHERED AEROSTAT

3B. Advantages of the Proposed SSP-TA-II System—The SSPTA-II system has essentially all the previously enumerated
advantages of the SSP-TA-I system plus the following:
1. Greatly improved efficiency in delivering usable
electric power from space to earth by avoiding

The SSP-TA system architecture discussed in this proposal
features a tethered aerostat being used to place an aperture in
vicinity of 6 or 9 km altitude. In this region, wind can be a
significant factor affecting the aerostat. For this reason, we will
also consider an alternate platform; a powered airship (PA),
4

[14]. This alternative system architecture is designated SSPPA. The recent flight of the Long Endurance Multi-intelligence
Vehicle (LEMV) suggests that a powered airship lifting body
could be a better solution to placement of the aperture. In
addition to its large size, LEMV has the capability to lift 2500
lbs to the 6 km altitude while carrying a propulsion system that
could be used to provide stability. Instead of the traditional
aerostat tether which provides both mechanical restraint and an
electric power cable, we envision a lighter cable dedicated to
electric power transmission. The size and weight of the
cable/tether and the attenuation of electric power in
transmission to the ground are important technical issues for
either aerostat or airship platforms, [15]. The electric cable
diameter size is largely dictated by the power required to be
transmitted. The weight and electric loss can be minimized by
the use of high transmission voltage and low resistivity
conductors. ILC Dover manufactured the envelope for LEMV
under contract to Northrop Grumman. The above discussion of
the SSP-TA-I and SSP-TA-II system advantages and
challenges would carry over to SSP-PA-I and SSP-PA-II
systems, with the powered airship possibly providing better
aerodynamics and station keeping performance.

From the data shown in Table 2, with system efficiency,
ηtot, defined as the ratio of Power Delivered to Solar PowerIn, we obtain the following:
SSP-SS, ηtot = 9.7%; SSP-TA-I, ηtot = 6%; SSP-TA-II, ηtot =
15%.
Table 2. Efficiencies
Efficiency
per stage
PV
conversion
DC to RF
conversion
Beaming
RF to DC
conversion
DC cable
Total
efficiency

5. COMPARISON OF THE ARCHITECTURES

Table 1. Estimated Subsystem Dimensions and
Performance
SSP-SS
55*

SSP-TA-I
55*

SSP-TA-II
0

60*

60*

60*

2,600

5

10

0

40

50

4,000

50

50

97

59.5

152

SSP-I

SSP-II

30%

30%

30%

60%

40%

-----

90%
70%

90%
70%

90%
60%

90%
10%

90%
6%

90%
15%

At this early stage of our investigation, it must be stated that
these efficiency numbers are based on very preliminary
estimates and should be understood to give qualitative
estimates rather than accurate quantitative values. For
example, in the literature there are widely divergent estimates
of photovoltaic conversion efficiencies, ranging from 12 % to
70 % [3], [7], [9]. The relatively conservative values of
efficiencies for each stage shown in Table 2 are used to obtain
qualitative estimates of total power-out-to-power-in system
efficiency. But power-out-to-power-in efficiency is hardly the
entire story given the many additional objective and subjective
factors of cost, performance, politics, commercial interests and
public psychology.
The above proviso about the preliminary nature of our
investigation notwithstanding, it is clear that the difference in
the amount of hardware in space and on the ground between
the single-stage SSP-SS system and either the SSP-TA-I or the
SSP-TA-II system is significant. Accordingly, the difference in
cost for transportation to space and for real estate and
maintenance on the ground, between the SSP-SS system and
either of the two SSP-TA systems, would also be significant
[5], [6]. This cost differential would be only minimally offset
by the cost of a tethered aerostat or powered airship required
by the SSP-TA systems.
The beaming frequency of 158 THz (1.90 microns) used in
the above table for the SSP-TA-I system would propagate from
GEO to the top of the troposphere with little loss, but would be
almost completely absorbed in the lower atmosphere before it
could reach the ground. This would effectively eliminate the
potential radiation hazard to personnel and equipment on the
ground. Many other beaming frequencies having similar
properties are available, Figure 4.

Estimates of subsystem dimensions and total system
efficiencies of the three system architectures discussed above
are shown in Table 1. This comparison is based on very
preliminary estimates of performance. For purposes of the
comparison, the distance from GEO to ground is taken to be
36,000 km, and it is assumed that 1 MW of solar energy is
collected in GEO by each of the systems. It is also assumed
that the beaming frequency for the SSP-SS system is 2.45
GHz, for the SSP-TA-I system the beaming frequency is 158
THz and that the SSP-TA-II beams sunlight.

Photovoltaic panels
in GEO Diameter
(m)
Solar
reflector
panels
in
GEO
Diameter (m)
RF/optical
GEO
transmit diameter
(m)
Solar
rectifier
panels in upper
troposphere,
Diameter (m)
Ground
station,
Diameter (m)
Power
delivered
(KW)

SSP-SS

*1 MW assumed to be collected in GEO. More power would require larger
collection and rectifying apertures.
**The volume and mass of RF/optical transmitter power modules in GEO is
not included in the above estimates. For the SSP-SS, it would be extremely
large; for the SSP-TA-I, it would be substantial; but for the SSP-TA-II it
would be zero.
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[6]
[7]

[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]

Figure 4 - Atmospheric Transmittance vs. Wavelength

6. CONCLUSIONS

[13]

A preliminary, unfunded feasibility study of two-stage Space
Based Solar Power to Tethered Aerostat to Earth (SSP-TA)
system architectures has been presented. This study does not
purport to provide quantitative, definitive conclusions about
the feasibility of either of the two-stage SSP-TA architectures
discussed, nor of the referenced single-stage SSP architecture.
More definitive conclusions would result from the execution of
a rigorous, analytic, experimental, and properly funded study.
A simplified estimated ranking of the three systems in terms of
specific performance parameters is given in Table 3.
It is clear to these investigators, that space-based solar power
can provide a significant breakthrough in solving our national
energy requirements both on a commercial utility level and for
defense and national security needs, if its critical challenges
can be adequately addressed. It is likely that space solar power
technology development and demonstration efforts would
yield a myriad of secondary and tertiary benefits for entities
that pursue them, even if the concept does not come to fruition
in the near term.

[14]
[15]
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Table 3. Comparative System Performance Ranking
System
Performance
Parameter
Cost
Ground Station Area
Radiation Hazard
Power supply reliability
Hardware reliability

SSP-SS

SSP-TA-I

SSP-TA-II

Very high

High

Least costly

Very large

Small

Small

Moderately
high
Good

Very low

Very low

Good

Good

Relatively high

Relatively
low

Relatively
high
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